
How Teachers Use Blue Safe Pouch to Redefine Daily Classroom Management Tasks  
Greeting Students at the Door
Having a basket of Safe Pouch at the entrance, students
either pouch up their devices and earn extra credit points
or put the device in their backpacks. With Safe Pouch, the
teachers immediately enforce high expectations and
provide impactful support
 to struggling/failing students, who should pouch up their
points daily until they pass. 
Reduce Tardy
The teachers would pouch up students who are tardy to
their classes to provide immediate accountability without
wasting much time or effort.

STARTER SET OF BLUE SAFE POUCHES
(As Low As 5 Pouches & 1 Manget)

 

STEP 1: Pouch It Up
If you catch a
student has a
device or item

(phone/earbuds/
toys/food) out,

pouch it up for the
rest of the class.

UNPOUCH IN SECONDS BY
TAPPING ON A MAGNET

AFTER CLASS,
the student brings up the pouch

to ask you to unpouch it.
ALWAYS Check the pouch for

possible vandalism. 

HOW IT WORKS

Access & Control via a
Hole or Two Openings of
the Dividing Mechanisms

During an Emergency.

STEP 2: Align the pin with the hole &
insert the pin straight down the hole.
Warn The Student Not To Touch It, or

You'll Confiscate It.

Proximity to stop phone distractions
With Safe Pouch,  teachers only need to walk around with a Blue Safe Pouch in their hands and
pouch up any student's device easily, quickly, and privately without wasting time or arguing with
students because students get to keep their device in the pouch with them at their desks.
Firm, Consistent, and Practical Expectations and Consequences
Without Safe Pouch, teachers must consider whether it is worth it because of possible disruptions
and students' defiance. With Safe Pouch, a teacher can pouch up a student's device or item easily,
quickly, and privately. Since students get to keep their devices with them, they have no reason to
argue or risk getting a parent call and referral. 
Re-engage and Support D/F students.
Teachers would encourage "in-danger-of-failing" students to pouch up their phones daily to
remove distractions and earn extra credit until they pass. If students refuse, the teachers would
call parents for support. With Safe Pouch, teachers would remind the students and their parents
that they offer support, but it is the students and parents to do it.
Maximize Impact with Orange Safe Pouch (Optional or Implement Later)
The pin of any Orange Pouch can ONLY be released by a much stronger magnet installed at your
school's Main Office. Therefore, students' devices are pouched up for the rest of the school day  if
violations are severe, which prevents students from engaging on Social Media. 

Disclaimer: The information provided above does not, and is not intended to, constitute legal advice or warranty; instead, all
information, content, and materials are available for general informational purposes only.


